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ECB caught in predicament over emergency lending to Greece

The No victory in Sunday’s referendum has plunged Greece into ever greater uncertainty. But

one big consequence can be felt in Frankfurt, almost 2,000 km to the north: the European

Central Bank is caught in a painful predicament.

The question its governing council has been wrestling with is whether to grant Greek banks

more lending assistance – which might be necessary to keep the country’s economy afloat but

could also violate an EU prohibition on financing states with ECB funds.

The focus of attention is Athens’ request for the ECB to increase Emergency Lending Assistance

to Greek banks in order to accommodate the new demand for cash from Greek depositors.

Having cumulatively increased by close to €30bn in five months, ELA was capped last week

after the Greek government defaulted on a €1.6bn payment to the International Monetary Fund and Alexis Tsipras, Greek prime

minister, decided to walk away from the negotiating table and campaign against the deal offered on a new adjustment program.

As long as new good-faith negotiations do not start again, aimed at ensuring the Greek government maintains its commitments in terms

of eurozone membership and its ability to repay the bonds held by the ECB, the bank can hardly revise its position on ELA.

But if the ECB does not grant more ELA to Greek banks and Greek citizens continue to ask for cash for fear that their deposits will be

converted into a new – less valuable – currency, there is no alternative to keeping the banks closed.

Without cash the Greek economy can hardly survive for very long and social unrest may develop. The Greek government seems aware of

the potential tensions: Panos Kammenos, defence minister, hinted on Sunday that the army would be ready to maintain order in the

streets in the coming days, if needed.

On the other hand, if the ECB increased the ELA available to Greek banks without any reassurance that Greece will in all circumstances

remain in the euro and repay its debts to the ECB, some of which expires in less than a month, it runs the risk of indirectly financing the

Greek state. This would violate EU Treaty provisions prohibiting monetary financing. The fact that Greece is in default with the IMF,

which has preferred creditor status over the ECB, makes the issue even more problematic.

Furthermore, if Greece exited the eurozone all the financing provided to Greek banks, directly through regular refinancing facilities or

indirectly through ELA, would translate into a net loss, to be borne by its shareholders, i.e. eurozone taxpayers.

The ECB has always made it clear that all its exceptional operations, from outright monetary transactions to quantitative easing,

including ELA beyond a certain scale, are conditional on countries adhering to an adjustment program unless they have a previously

specified rating. If Greece did not abide by these rules now, it would lead the ECB to lose credibility and to become subject to political

pressure.

After all, such rules are not that different in substance from those of other central banks when they implement their own policies. At the

time of the independence referendum in Scotland last year, the Governor of the Bank of England made it clear what the implications

would be, in particular for Scottish banks, in case of a positive outcome of the referendum. It would not be imaginable that the Bank

would deviate from these rules after the referendum.

The ball is now in the court of the Greek government, which should come back to the negotiating table and reach an agreement that

enables Greece to adhere to a programme and end its default with the IMF, thus becoming a full member of the monetary union once

again.

It is not clear how Mr Tsipras will be able to achieve this result, or whether he really wants it after the resounding No vote. But he was

the one to call the referendum, after all.

Lorenzo Bini Smaghi is a former member of the executive board of the European Central Bank and currently visiting scholar at

Harvard’s Weatherhead Center for International Affairs and at the Istituto Affari Internazionali in Rome
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